Metric spinor phase of the Infeld-van der Waerden γ-formalism and axion field were identified in Ref. [1] , by using Maxwell's theory. Since axion couples with fermions, we will investigate Dirac's theory to extend the work given in [1] . We will show that is possible to identify this phase with the axion again.
I. INTRODUCTION
In Ref. [1] , axion field α and Infeld-van der Waerden phase Θ were identified by using local dual invariant electrodynamics (LDIE) [2] . Seminal references about Infeld-van der Waerden γεformalisms for General Relativity and axions are given, respectively, in [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and [12] [13] [14] [15] . In the γ-formalism, Maxwell's theory with electric sources yields the 2-component spinor expression [1] :
f AB contains components of E and B, which are respectively the electric and magnetic fields.
Electric sources are represented by j µ . Definition in (1) , informs us that is plausible to interpret β-terms as magnetic sources m µ . It is based on the fact that theory with magnetic monopole in the ε-formalism provides an analogous scenario, which β-terms play physical magnetic sources role in spinor spaces. World vector component β µ is gauge invariant [8, 9] , which is obtained from eingenvalue equations ∇ µ γ AB = iβ µ γ AB [5, 8] , with γ metric spinor component given by
|γ| is some function of the spacetime coordinates, which assumes |γ| = 1 in Minkowski universe. If we restrict our spacetime to flat, where β µ = ∂ µ Θ, spinor Maxwell's equations yield
due to definition (1) . It is notable that LDIE which satisfies Maxwell's equations can be found from (3), simply by recognizing the axion field with the metric spinor phase: α ∼ Θ. * Electronic address: martoranokuerten@hotmail.com Initially, this freedom was understood as the geometrical origin of the electromagnetic potential, which implied an electric charge/spin relation. Unfortunately, neutron discovery broken this idea.
A discussion about electromagnetic interpretation and charge/spin objection has been done in [1] .
Thus, our philosofy is to reinterpret this freedom as being another physical field, which charge/spin relation would not offer a problem. Since axion was identificate with Infeld-van der Waerden phase in [1] , by using electromagnetic fields, we will want to study outher fields that interacts with α.
Fermion-axion coupling is given by the following lagrangean term [16] Ψγ µ Ψ∂ µ α,
with Ψ being the Dirac 4-spinor, Ψ Ψ † γ 0 its spinor adjoint and γ µ the Dirac matrices. By wanting to repeat a similar result with the derived in [1] , we will investigate Dirac's theory in the γ-formalism to try to find α ∼ Θ again.
II. DIRAC THEORY FROM INFELD-VAN DER WAERDEN FORMALISMS
We will follow Ref. [10] to present Dirac's theory. Outher works about Dirac's theory in the Infeld-van der Waerden formalisms are found in [5, 7, 11] . In 2-component spinor formalism, Dirac equations in generally relativistic spacetimes can be stated as follow
ψ A and χ A ′ are, respectively, right handed and left handed 2-spinors with latin indexes taking the values 0 (0 ′ ) or 1 (1 ′ ). µ −m/ √ 2, where minus sign is placed according with our purpose. Thanks to the fact that in the γ-formalism we have eigenvalue equations for γ AB , (5) is equivalent to
The ε-formalism version of (6) is obtained by taking β AA ′ to zero, i. e.,
Dirac's fields which satisfy (5) are given by the system
while
satisfies (6) and (7), respectively, in the γ and ε-formalism. By using metric spinors depending on the formalism considered, D is obtained from D. We stress that only D couples with β-terms.
If we want to obtain usual covariant Dirac's equation in the ε-formalism, we must define the
This choice is valid, since we have Ψ → e iλ Ψ under the original Weyl's group action:
In general, we use the generalized Weyl's gauge group:
ρ is positive-definite differentiable real function and λ the gauge parameter of the group, which is taken as an arbitrary real function. Explicitly, we have
for D and D, respectively. Original Weyl's group is recovered if √ ρ = 1.
If our interest concerns only on axion/fermion coupling, we can work in flat spacetime. Into this background and in the ε-formalism, equations (5) and (6) become
Covariant derivative ∇ AA ′ is taken by using Infeld-van der Waerden symbols:
If taken into account the Weyl's representation, the Dirac's matrices become
If we use the definition (10) and Dirac' matrices in the Weyl's representation, Dirac's equation is obtained from second expressions of (13) . In fact, we have 
so that we obtain
which is the covariant Dirac's equation.
If we consider Euler-Lagrange equations, second equations of (13) are derived from lagrangean
since the relationship
is satisfy in both formalisms and
only in the ε-formalism. Notation given in (18) denotes that L depends of D and derivatives. In 2-spinor notation, we have yet
If √ ρ = 1 in (11), we note that Ψ transforms as Ψ → e −iλ Ψ, which must be in this specific case.
Thus, if we use (19) and (20), lagrangean (18) assumes the form
We can rewrite (19) and (20) as follow
such that, L is given in 4-spinor notation as
which is the usual Dirac's lagrangean. Lagrangean (24) has absorbed the factor √ 2. By looking (18) and (22), we see the functional relationship in the ε-formalism:
Since that in the ε-formalism, Dirac's theory is obtained from lagrangean (18), we will consider its index configuration as starting form in the γ-formalism. In this formalism, equations (6) in flat spacetime are rewritten as
Equations (5) have the same form that those given in (13) , in both formalisms.
Let us study (18) . Equation (19) is valid also in the γ-formalism. However, a change in the index configuration of (20) yields, in the γ-formalism, the expression
due to eigenvalue equations. Since that
we obtain (4) from (28), by simply indentifing α ∼ Θ. Thus, in the γ-formalism, we have the functional relation
with L [D,∂D, ∂Θ] given by
which represents an axion-like coupling between Dirac fields and Θ. Again, L absorbed √ 2. Therefore, we have identified Infeld-van der Waerden phase with axion field.
Equations (5.15 ) and (5.19 ) of [10] provide the propagation of D in generic spacetimes. This system, as well as D (equations 5.6 and 5.7)
, couples yet with Infeld-van der Waerden geometric photons 1 . In flat spacetime, such structures are zero, since
D does not present any correction in flat background, however for D, we will have
Therefore, (31) controls the propagation of fermion fields in Minkowski universe under Infeld-van der Waerden phase (or axion) influence.
The main objective of this work was derive axion-fermion coupling term from Infeld-van der Waerden γ-formalism to, then, adress it with that obtainded in [1] . Thus, we have contributed with this perspective, in which Infeld-van der Waerden phase becomes a good candidate to generate axion field in the classical level. The fact is that Dirac/axion theory is obtained due functional relations of the lagrangean. In the ε and γ-formalism, we have the relationships 
Therefore, the action of γ AB (ε AB ) in flat spacetime leads L D, ∂D to Dirac/axion theory (Dirac theory). For Maxwell fields [1] , this relation is
which L f γ(ε) and L Θ ε are, respectively, Maxwell lagrangean in the γ(ε)-formalism and axion-like phase/Maxwell coupling in the ε-formalism. As shown in [1] , Θ effectively runs from 0 to π and if Θ ≃ 0, we have L f γ ≃ L f ε + 2L Θ ε . Thus, by (32) and (33), we have showed that the mathematic structure of the γ-formalism naturally offers an intrisic axion-like theory, which can be useful to understand questions as CP symmetry problem [12, 13] , dark matter [17] [18] [19] and topological insulators [20, 21] .
